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From the Chairman
Welcome to the 90th edition of the West Yorkshire National Trust
Volunteers’ newsletter.
As you will have seen from Liz’s AGM minutes, it has been decided that
this will be the last issue of the newsletter in its current form. While we
all have very fond memories of the newsletter (I particularly liked James
Archer’s evocative description of the sound of the manilla envelope
falling through the letterbox), nobody loved it enough to want to take it
on in its current spectacular 28-page identity (including Georgina). For
that reason we have decided to circulate the same content in a number
of different (and less time consuming) ways.
The current newsletter contains four main sections: News, Programme,
Task reports, Bowling News.
‘News’ will be sent out as it happens via Stuart’s wonderful members’
email facility. This will be circulated as it happens rather than have to
wait until up to four months later!
A ‘Task Report’ log will be started on a new website page (replacing the
newsletter page). This will, at minimum, include a report of the job and
the number of volunteers who attended, but can be as extensive as the
ones in the current newsletter. It will be the responsibility of the Task
Contact to send this to Stuart for uploading, but they can also delegate
(or defer to) any willing volunteer.
Bowling News, or at least the ongoing table, will be emailed to all those
interested by Colin, and the final Table for each session can be uploaded
onto the website by Stuart if required.
That just leaves the programme, which will remain as it is. This will be
emailed to all members as now, at the usual four monthly intervals.
Georgina has kindly offered to edit this (four or five pages at maximum).
It will also include social event details and forthcoming notices
(weekends away etc) as usual.
I am also planning an annual report (January time) to detail personal task
stats, Volunteers Cards, Long Term awards etc. Pete
____________________________________________
Newsletter No 90 edited by Pete and Georgina. Many thanks
for all the contributions: much appreciated, in particular all
the task report authors and Liz and Colin for proof reading.
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ROLL CALL of NEWSLETTER EDITORS
Interestingly everyone seems to have about
15 issues in them. Congrats to Mark who
managed 21 issues: must have had a quieter
life then!
1- 3
4 - 14
15 - 19
30 - 47
48 - 68
69 - 83
84 - 90

Rachel Burkitt
David Blackburn
John and Helen Shackleton
Pete Hine and Elizabeth Paget
Mark Wilson
Colin Fowler
Georgina Collins

Highlights over the 30 years
Issue 1
Issue 15

Issue 28
Issue 52
Issue 62
Issue 75
Issue 76

Issue 82
Issue 82
Issue 90

First ever issue: A4 format, hand crafted.
Name changed from Young National Trust to National Trust
Volunteers and John redesigns A5 format, still going strong
today.
The first time all the tasks are reported (2 lines on each!)
Task reports reach four lines each!
March 2003-First task report incorporating a photo .
July 2008-Newsletter reaches the dizzy heights of 28 pages
for the 1st time.
November 2008 25th Anniversary Edition and 8 pages (on a
single task) describing our wonderful visit to Cerne Abbas,
evocatively written up by Vinny.
November 2010-last to be delivered in a manilla envelope.
Also first colour picture and online version.
Last full issue (for now!).
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50 things to do before you’re 11 3/4
21 activities from the National Trust’s list of “50 things to do before
you’re 11 3/4” (in our case before we turn 30, in time for the Group’s
anniversary in November) have now been completed.
You can see photos of all those we’ve done, including the latest ones of
‘Hunt for Bugs’ and ‘Track wild animals’ and ‘Bird watching’, at:
www.wyntv.org.uk/socials/50things/index.html. Ones still to do include
‘Make a daisy chain’ and ‘Climb a huge hill’.
The list has changed since the last newsletter, with the final version being
published on 1st May which includes some new ‘Things’, such as ‘Catch a
falling leaf’ and others being replaced, such as ‘Throw some snow’. You’ll
all be delighted to hear that playing pooh sticks (which the group did at
Nunnington earlier in the year and then found out wasn’t a ‘Thing’) has
now been included in the final list, so you didn’t have fun for nothing.
Georgina
https://www.50things.org.uk/media/1235645/English%20A4%20list%
20poster%20final.pdf
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30th Anniversary Embroidered Workwear
After a few requests, I have found a company who offer embroidered
workwear. As with all things these days, the company Eazzee.co.uk
(http://www.eazzee.co.uk/) offer the option to have our own web
shop.
I have set this up with five requested items: Premium T shirt, Premium
Pique Polo Shirt, Classic Pique Polo Shirt, Classic Full Zip Fleece Jacket,
Premium Sweatshirt.

http://www.ezwebshop.co.uk/wyntv/

If you click on each item you can see the colours and sizes available. The
company offer the option to have the items delivered directly to your
door (£6 no matter how many items you order). I have checked this out
with an order for a T shirt, polo shirt and micro-fleece and it worked perfectly.
Alternatively, if we get together an order of over £100 then postage is
free. So if you only have an order for one or two items then send them to
me and I’ll collect them together. Pete ( p.j.hine@leeds.ac.uk).
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SNOW!
The task at Malham, scheduled for 24th March, was (among others)
cancelled due to snow. Colin has kindly sent this photo (via Sarah and
originally from the Trust) of the ‘main’ road up to the Tarn! Probably a
good idea we didn’t try and get there.

Favourite picture of
the last four
months.

Steve’s picture of an
amazing moss
somewhere up the
Deepdale Valley.
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30 YEAR STATISTICS
The NT recently asked for our stats for the last 30 years. For stat fans
here they are shown below.
Total no Total no Average no
of tasks
of
of people/
people
task
(days)
Beningbrough Hall
Borrowdale
Bransdale
Brimham Rocks
Cerne Abbas
Clumber Park
Cragside
Fountains Abbey
Goddards
Hardcastle Crags
Hudswell Woods
Malham Tarn
Marsden Moor
Nostell Priory
Nunnington Hall
Rievaulx Terrace
Upper Wharfedale

78
26
1
82
2
1
36
120
39
1
75
1
92
25
18
10
23
38

883
1885
3
910
32
8
557
1369
416
12
756
10
948
193
294
131
285
410

11.3
14.5
3
11.1
16
8
15.5
13.7
10.7
12
10.1
10
10.3
7.7
16.3
13.1
12.4
10.8

4415
377
15
4550
160
40
2785
8195
2080
60
3780
50
4740
965
1470
655
1425
2050

Totals

648

7864

11.8

39,320

East Riddlesden Hall









Total no
of hours
worked

Most popular regular task site - Nostell Priory - a firm favourite since
we first started going on 23rd July 2006
Most hours worked - East Riddlesden Hall - nearly double the next
nearest. First visit 22nd Jan 1984.
Most visits - East Riddlesden Hall, Malham (first visit 20th Nov 1983)
and Beningbrough Hall (17th Feb 1985).
Weekend tasks at Cragside and Borrowdale continue to be very
popular.
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Socials
Saturday 17th August -Railway Children Walk, Haworth
A six-mile circular walk starting at Haworth Station, taking in many
locations from the film including the embankment where the landslip
occurred - red petticoats at the ready - and Oakworth Station - ‘Daddy,
my daddy.’ If you haven’t seen the film, why not? Or if you would like to
watch it again I have a copy you can borrow. The plan is to travel to and
from Haworth on the Keighley & Worth Valley Railway, leaving Keighley
on the 11.45 and returning from Haworth at 15.39. If anyone would like
to meet at Howarth Station, we arrive there at 12.05. Please bring a
packed lunch. Please let me know if you would like to come and whether
you will be joining us at Keighley or Haworth.
Steve

http://mediafiles.thedms.co.uk/Publication/YS-Brad/cms/pdf/railway%
20children%20walk.pdf
Saturday 23rd November: 30th Anniversary Ceilidh in the Airedale
Barn, East Riddlesden Hall - 6.30pm for 7pm. Dancing to Buttered Peas
Ceilidh Band. Cost £10/person (plus bring some food). Tickets (and any
further details) available soon.
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Saturday 6th July — Day Trip to Scarborough
On Saturday 6th July we will be having a day trip to Scarborough. Low
tide is at 10:20am so the plan is to meet at around 11am in the North
Bay. Drop Pete (p.j.hine@leeds.ac.uk) an email if you would like to join
us.

North Bay at Scarborough showing parking on the left hand side of the
road.
Friday 27th September— Calverley Arms, Calverley
Please give Pete a call if you’d like to join us for this social. 6.30pm start.

http://www.vintageinn.co.uk/thecalverleyarmscalverley/
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Programme—July to November 2013
Please try to call the named contact for tasks at least four or five days in
advance, i.e. the previous Tuesday or Wednesday. Task contacts need to
give wardens sufficient notice of numbers expected, as well as give them
time to arrange tools and materials for us. I’m sure contacts would really
appreciate it if you could let them know should you have to cancel, and
it’s not much fun waiting around in a cold car park either! It is, of course,
possible to turn up without warning (we never turn any helpers away!),
but some tasks have limits on numbers, and if the work site is changed or
if the task is for some reason cancelled, then we won’t be able to let you
know. It also helps to make sure you know exactly where you’re going
beforehand. (Please communicate directly with the task contact and do
not just leave a message on the Membership forum)
Please mention to the task contact if you are happy to car share.
You can refer to the pocket guide to worksites if you are unsure of how to
find them, and you can now visit the worksite page on the WYNTV
website at www.wyntv.org.uk/tasks/worksites/, which you can use to get
directions from your own home.
Please don’t forget:
Packed lunch; sturdy footwear, preferably
with protective toe-caps; work gloves (please
let the task contact know if you don’t have
any); waterproofs; spare clothing – we can get
rather muddy; sun cream – for the extra
weight in your bag it’s not worth risking it!;
and insect repellent.
Wear something which is fine to get burnt, muddy or torn.
Unless the Programme states otherwise, we aim to be ready to start at
10am, usually finishing at 4pm.
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Wednesday 3rd July - TENPIN BOWLING - Kirkstall, Leeds
We meet in the bar of Hollywood Bowl at 7.40pm, ready to start at 8pm.
Why not try your luck and be in with the chance of winning the WYNTV
Bowling Trophy? Please call Colin if you’d like to join us.

Saturday 6th July - Day Trip to Scarborough Please see the preview on
page 9, and contact Pete if you’ll be joining us.

Sunday 14th July - TASK - Hardcastle Crags , Hebden Bridge
.
Featuring deep rocky ravines; tumbling streams; oak, beech and pine
woods; and some of the best examples of upland meadows in the
country. Call Steve to come along to this task.
Sunday 28th July - TASK - East Riddlesden Hall, Keighley
.
Atmospheric 17th-century manor house with duck-pond, oak-framed
barns and lovely gardens.
Call Colin if you’d like to come along on the 28th.
Wednesday 31st July - TENPIN BOWLING - Kirkstall, Leeds
Please see the entry for 3rd July, and call Colin if
you’d like to join us.

Saturday 17th August - Railway Children Walk
Please see the preview on page 8, and call Steve if
you’d like to join us for this walk.

Wednesday 28th August - TENPIN BOWLING - Kirkstall, Leeds
Please see the entry for 3rd July, and call Colin if you’d like to join us.
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Sunday 8th September - TASK - Malham Tarn Estate, Malham
.
Outstanding upland limestone country, with flower-rich hay meadows,
limestone pavements, and a National Nature Reserve around the Tarn.
Call Jane if you’d like to come along to this task.
Sunday 15th September - TASK - East Riddlesden Hall, Keighley
.
The unique Wild Garden, opened on 13th April 2000 and designed from
scratch by the Hall's gardener, Jill Saunders, contrasts wonderfully with
the adjacent formal garden. Call Colin if you’d like to come along to this
task day.
Sunday 22nd September - TASK - Beningbrough Hall, nr York
.
In 1917 the Earl and Countess of Chesterfield moved in to Beningbrough
Hall and redecorated it in lavish style, filling the old rooms with early
eighteenth-century furniture, including two spectacular state beds from
their family home, Holme Lacy, in Herefordshire. Call Neil and Georgina if
you’d like to come along to this task.
Wednesday 25th September - TENPIN BOWLING - Kirkstall, Leeds
Please see the entry for 3rd July, and call Colin if you’d like to join us.
Friday 27th September - Pub Evening, Calverley Arms
Meet at 6.30pm in the bar. Ring or email Pete if you would like to come
along so he can book a table. Please ring a week beforehand.
CONTACT PETE BY THE END OF SEPTEMBER IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO
COME TO THE CRAGSIDE TASK
Sunday 6th October - TASK - Marsden Moor, Marsden
A vast swathe of unspoilt valleys, reservoirs, peaks and crags; an
important conservation habitat, home to a variety of rare wildlife.
Numbers may be limited so please ring Vinny if you would like to come
along.
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Sunday 13th October - TASK - Upper Wharfedale, Buckden
Dry-stone walls and field barns, important flower-rich hay meadows,
valley-side woodland and blanket bog. Please ring James and Lesley if
you would like to come along to this task day.
Thursday 17th October. Committee Meeting, Room at the University of
Leeds, 7.30pm, tbc.
On request, we have chosen a more central location for the usual
committee meeting to allow more people to attend. Details of room and
directions will be emailed nearer the time.
Sunday 20th October - TASK - Malham Tarn, Malham
The cold, lime-rich, shallow Tarn contains primitive plants such as
stonewort, and the rare white-clawed crayfish, and is the only known
habitat in the UK for the endangered flightless caddis fly. Please ring
Martin if you would like to come along to this task day.
Wednesday 23rd October - TENPIN BOWLING - Kirkstall, Leeds
Please see the entry for 3rd July, and call Colin if you’d like to join us.
Saturday 2nd November and Sunday 3rd November, WEEKEND AWAY
Cragside Estate, Rothbury.
You know it is nearly winter when the weekend task to Cragside rolls
round. Please ring Pete if you would like to join us for this popular task/
social. We will most be probably continuing our rhododendron clearance
project.
Task Dates for the rest of 2013
17 November: Brimham
1 December: Rievaulx
15 December: Hardcastle
13

Task Record—February to July 2013
Hardcastle Crags—17th Feb—16 volunteers
The report from February is in this newsletter due to the short amount of time to
write the report before the March edition!
Report: James and Lesley; Photos: Steve

The first challenge of the day was
to get to the work site. Instead
of meeting in the main car park
Drew had asked us to go to the
other side of the valley. As the
road around Heptonstall was
closed for emergency road works
this involved a detour through
the village. A pleasant diversion
for us and a chance to admire
the narrow, steep cobbled
streets and picturesque buildings
but not one welcomed by the
local residents if some of the
signs by the roadside were
anything to go by.
Amazingly it was a fine, dry day
with no snow in sight. This was not the only absent feature on the day as
Drew informed us that there would also be no bonfires, much to the
disappointment of several of our number.
After a short walk down the steep slopes of the wooded valley we came
to the point where two enormous beech trees had recently been felled.
They were part of a line of trees that had been planted in the 1870s for
their splendid autumn colour, but these two were in a dangerous
condition and had to go. While we set about clearing away the smaller
branches from one tree and piling them up neatly away from the path
Drew was removing branches from the other with a chainsaw. It was no
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easy feat negotiating the steep slope with hidden dips and holes but by
lunchtime the area around the first tree was cleared.
Lunch was eaten in a
pleasant clearing and
then, duly refreshed, we
moved on to removing and
piling up the logs from the
second tree which Drew
had cut earlier. Strangely
the logs seemed to get
heavier as the afternoon
wore on, or maybe that
was just me. Fortunately
we didn't need to move
the larger ones too far, just
stack them by the path for
Nathan, the heavy horse,
to move later.

Despite the frequent remarks about the lack of bonfires this was a very
rewarding task. But all those piles of wood did look very tempting!
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3rd March—Brimham Rocks—13 volunteers
Report: Martin; Photos: Steve and Geoff

On a cold, grey day the ponds were the scene of today's main activity.
The recycled doors that we had previously used to make platforms for
pond dipping were starting to come apart at the joints, and there was an
increasing risk of child dipping instead!
We decided to reinforce the doors with
multiple cross battens screwed
underneath, so the doors were removed
by part of the team whilst others
deconstructed some old office furniture
(see below) and cut suitable battens to
length. John and others ably wielded
the power driven screwdriver for the
many screws required, and just
managed to complete their work before
the last battery gave out. The results
were tested out by two oversized
children in the shape of Steve and
James jumping on the reinforced
platforms, which stood up admirably to
the pounding.

Elsewhere, other members of the team used bowsaws and loppers to
remove more scrub birch from the pond area, whilst Stuart intrepidly
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donned
waders
to
remove
more
pond
rushes - a constant
requirement as they soon
grow back to choke the
open water.
The arrival of a helicopter
provided an interesting
distraction. This is part of
a scheme to cut the
moorland heather at
Brimham, and remove
bales by helicopter to
reseed other sites such as
Marsden Moor. No joy
rides
for
us,
unfortunately!
As a postscript, a
donation of £150 kindly
obtained by Peter Dennis
will now be used to buy
some new and better
materials
for
these
platforms, so expect
some more construction work in this area next year.

7th April—Marsden Moor—11 volunteers
Images 1&2: Vinny; Image 3: Neil; Report: Neil

As the Marsden task had to be cancelled (partly due to the amount of
snow still lying on the work site, and partly due to a delay on the aerial
shipment of materials), Rob kindly offered to lead a walk for us instead.
Fortunately, the weather was typical for Marsden (!) - dry and sunny
(albeit cold).
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Leaving
Marsden
via
the
canal
towpath and Tunnel
End, we headed for
the hills via the
picturesque
Eastergate Bridge
and the Rapes
Highway.
This
ancient packhorse
route is named
after an area known
as 'The Reeaps', the
high ground to the north of the A640. It was the subject of a court case in
1908, when the landowner, Sir Joseph Radcliffe, challenged Marsden
Urban District Council's erection of marker stones, retaining walls and
plank bridges along the route, claiming that it was not a right of way.
Luckily, the council was eventually able to produce enough witnesses
able to testify to its historical usage to be able to win the case, ensuring
that the route is available to us to use to this day. Some of the marker
stones and retaining walls are still seen on the route.
We continued south along the Pennine Way and onto Millstone Edge,
where we ate lunch at the appropriately named Dinner Stone, enjoying
views of the Pennine moors, and an early sighting of a wheatear. After
lunch, we continued along the Pennine Way, crossing the modern
Standedge road and entering the Peak District National Park along one of
the earlier turnpike roads across Standedge.
Descending past Black Moss Reservior and down Blakey Clough, we left
the Pennine Way to head across to Wessenden Reservoir. Just before
reaching the latter, we crossed a clough in which there was the most
amazing display of icicles, although they were rapidly melting in the
warming weather. Finally heading back for Marsden via the Wessenden
Valley, we were treated to a sighting of a little owl alongside the track,
which made a fitting end to a fantastic moorland walk.
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21st April—Upper Wharfedale—13 volunteers
Report: Georgina; Photos: Steve

The main task for the day was rescuing saplings which had been planted
to form a new hedge, in order to partially screen a new barn at Redmire
Farm (approx 5mins walk from Buckden village). These had become
swamped by grass and nettles last year and needed some breathing
space in order to grow. Peter’s instructions had to compete with the roar
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(if that’s an appropriate word) of sheep, who decided to surround the
group until it was clear we didn’t intend to feed them. The newlyplanted hedge was protected by a fence which we had to jump into and
out of, and which also meant that it was sometimes very easy to almost
tread on any saplings found.
Once
this
had
been
completed, brash needed to
be collected from down by
the river on the opposite
side of the road, and cut into
more manageable sizes, to
be left in piles by the gate.
At one point, one very
curious lamb decided to
investigate what all the fuss
was about and gambolled up
to the group, bleating, which
of course resulted in lots of
‘aww’s from the group!
After lunch we went to visit
the orchard planted in memory of Sue, at the back of Redmire Farm. All
the trees seemed to be in good health, having been planted in March last
year.
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27-28 April—Borrowdale—17 (Sat) and 12 (Sun) volunteers
Report: Georgina; Photos: Steve (this page) and Geoff and Margaret (next page)

Saturday started with seventeen volunteers (including Borrowdale
property volunteers Maggie, John and David) meeting at Bowe Barn,
before packing as many people as we could into as few cars as possible
and heading to Kettlewell car park, further south along Derwentwater.
We split into three teams. One group set to removing debris which had
collected around the lakeside path after a rise and fall in the water level,
and starting a bonfire nearby in order to clear this(1 and 4). Another
group removed a fence which cut across the lakeside path and petered

1

2

3

4

out into the lake, and which no longer served any purpose (3). A third
group tidied up the stone wall separating the lakeside from the road,
which had started to fall down in places and needed some attention (2).
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Photo: Margaret

A very popular new member
made herself well-known very
early on; Daisy is Roy, the
warden’s, new dog, a lovely
black Labrador still in training,
being an excitable five monthold puppy at the time of our
task.
Reiver sadly passed
away in October 2012.

The members of the fence
party had to be told to stop by
Roy, as they were determined to drown themselves in the lake by
removing the further reaches of the fence. Lunch was in a fantastic spot,
with clear views over to Catbells and blue skies which continued all
afternoon.
In the afternoon, the path
was spruced up by cleaning
all the miscellaneous bits of
brash and grass from the
surface, and litter pickers
tidied the general area. An
unfortunate sheep (already
deceased) was added to the
bonfire which was found next
to the lakeside path. Great
food for the local wildlife but

Photo: Geoff

not a pleasant visitor experience.
On Sunday, we were working behind the new National Trust shop in Cock
Shott wood, not far from the main landing stage and the Theatre By The
Lake. The task for the day was to renew a footpath by finding and
defining the edges, and to clean the path surface of grass and so on with
the aid of brushes.
Thanks to Jane for organising the weekend, and who unfortunately had
to return home on the Friday due to illness.
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5th May - Upper Wharfedale

12 volunteers

Report: Steve

A Bank Holiday Sunday. The last weather forecast I had seen promised
fine weather so waking up in sunny Leeds I looked forward to another
glorious drive into the heart of Wharfedale, enjoying the early morning
sun. Fast forward two hours and there we were, stood in the drizzle,
under low clouds in Buckden car park, trying to convince ourselves that it
was in fact looking brighter and would probably soon clear up for the
day’s task of tree maintenance.
Fully covered in waterproofs, apart from yours truly who had left them at
home, (yes, I really should have known better), we set off up the valley in
the Trust minibus to Yockenthwaite. After picking up the necessary tools,
club hammers, we walked on up the valley to Deepdale Gill, a
picturesque side valley to Wharfedale.
The valley is part of a
project in this part of
Upper Wharfedale to
return the hillsides to
native woodland, with
large areas being newly
planted, including a
large number of trees
which
had
been
provided and planted by
the group previously.
Varieties included hazel,
hawthorn, oak, birch,
bird cherry, rowan and ash.
The task was to check the trees, putting upright any that had fallen
down, and securing any loose tree guards. Any guards in which the trees
had failed to take were removed as the guards don’t decompose but just
slowly break down in the sunlight, leaving behind unwanted plastic.
In the continuing drizzle we set off up the southern side of the valley,
spreading out across the hillside to inspect all the saplings. Trees had
been planted at different times, which, along with the different growing
conditions found on different parts of the slope and the varied growing
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rates of individual species, meant that some of the saplings had yet to
grow out of their guards whereas others were already well established.
Although these taller trees no longer needed the protection the guards
provide from the weather, the guards were left in place to prevent
rabbits from eating the bark. (as the trees grow the guards are designed
to split and fall away.
.There were plenty of trees to be
righted, from small ‘whippy’
saplings, to well established trees
with trunks over an inch in
diameter, some of which had been
growing virtually horizontally for
some time. Despite their size, and
although it seemed they might
break, these larger trees proved
quite flexible and with a little
persuasion, it was possible to get
these close to upright. We
continued in the rain working
along this side of the valley until all
the trees had been checked and
then returned to the start for a
well earned lunch collecting up all
the empty guards we had discovered on the way. The weather conditions
meant that we didn’t linger long over lunch, but once again Vinny’s cakes
were much appreciated.
After everyone completed a perilous, slippery crossing of the swollen
stream running through the valley, (most of us got across with dry feet),
we carried on in the afternoon working up the opposite side of the
valley. Either there were a lot less trees to be taken care of or we were
more proficient, but work on this side was completed far quicker than in
the morning and we were all soon admiring the waterfall at the head of
the valley. A few us then went down to the rocks around the waterfall
where Peter Katic had promised us there would be fossils, and, without
much looking, there were plenty, of various types including, shells, ferns
and ammonites.
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All the empty tree guards were piled up at the bottom of the valley ready
to be taken away at a later date. There were quite a number of them,
testament to how harsh the conditions can be in the Dales.
Altogether, a damp and overcast day but a thoroughly enjoyable one
carrying out a task that allowed us to see the results of the group’s past
efforts and ensure they would be appreciated by visitors to the area for
many years to come.
2nd and 23rd June —Nostell Priory – 15/13 volunteers Report: Steve
At last, summer had arrived. In sharp contrast to the previous task, we
met under a blue sky, punctuated with a few fluffy ‘Simpsons’ clouds,
being gently warmed by the sun high in the sky. The forecast promised
more of the same.
Today’s task was working back in Joiners
Wood where many happy hours had been
spent over the last few years completely
removing and burning the rhododendron
which, originally planted to provide cover
for game birds, had completely taken over
the woods. However, this had now been
replaced by Rosebay Willow Herb (RWH),
which is a native plant found across the
northern hemisphere. A good example of a
‘pioneer’ plant, it is often one of the first
plants to colonize disturbed or burnt ground
due to its ability to tolerate acidic soils; or in
this case, after a prolonged growth of
rhododendron. Originally rare in Britain it
became a widespread weed after it spread
along the expanding railway network and
during the Second World War it became
locally known as bomb weed after its rapid
colonization of bomb sites.
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Waiting to meet Mike the Parkland Ranger, it could be seen that RWH
hadn’t quite taken over completely as there was a large swathe of
welcome foxgloves on the wood margin. However, once in the wood it
was clear these were only abundant in one area with the rest of the
wood being a sea of RWH. The brief was to remove this, along with any
brambles, looking out for the natural regeneration and a number of
saplings that had been recently planted.
Initially unsure as to how long it would take to clear the wood it soon
became clear that this was
a task that would take more
than just one day due to
the sheer volume involved.
The RWH did come up easy
enough as it wasn’t
particularly deeply rooted.
In fact, it became clear that
it spreads by sending up
shoots from long horizontal
underground roots and if
lucky you could pull up over
a dozen shoots in one go. The uprooted plants were piled up to
decompose in place. Although it would have been tempting to blindly
pull up everything in sight, we found that hidden amongst the RWH there
was quite a variety of natural species competing for the space. The
majority of these were foxgloves but there were also ferns, holly,
sycamore, oak and other trees. Finding these highlighted that the work
was worthwhile.
After a pleasant lunch sat in the dappled woodland shade we carried on
in the afternoon, consolidating the areas we had started. Looking back at
the end of the day it was instantly clear the difference that we had made
and how important the work had been. Having removed the RWH, the
vast majority of what was left was bare ground, an indication of just how
successfully the area had been colonized to the detriment of other
species. A lot had been achieved but there was still plenty to be done.
(Ice creams had once again been well earned.)
Not much more than twelve hours later and an email arrived from Stuart.
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Apparently, a number of people, some of whom would deny it later, had
suggested we could return to Nostell to carry on where we had left off.
There was enough initial support and Mike at Nostell was more than
keen, especially as if left to set seed each individual plant has the
potential to release 80,000 seeds.
So, three weeks later, 13 of us, a good turn out for an extra task, found
ourselves in Joiners Wood. Other groups had been carrying on the work,
with much of the wood now cleared, and at first sight there didn’t
appear much to be done. However, the north-west corner of the wood
had yet to be touched so we quickly picked up from where we had left
off. Many of the stems had grown stronger over the intervening three
weeks and didn’t come up quite as easily. We were also working close to
the edge of the wood which seemed to have allowed other plants to get
a foothold which meant the more surgical removal of individual plants
amongst stands of foxgloves. These had grown so high that on occasions
some members of the group could hardly be seen.
Despite our best efforts we didn’t manage to get the whole wood cleared
but had broken the back of the last section. Maybe the fact that there
was only a small section left to be cleared was why nobody was talking
about coming back for a third go.
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Sunday 30th June 2013 - Brimham Rocks - 13 Volunteers
Report: Colin. Photos: Steve

A generally cloudy day and a bit
chilly on arrival with a few spots of
rain but it stayed dry and soon became quite warm, with some hazy
sunshine in the afternoon. Sophie
provided a choice of good jobs for
us at the far side of the property,
the other side of Brimham Rocks
Road, and a good walk from the
car park. Anyone prepared to get
muddy and keen to improvise
(which was most of us) was directed towards a pile of recycled
timber and asked to construct a

boardwalk over a very boggy section of path and a small stream in a
deep ditch. Anyone not that keen
on mud or construction had the
option of cutting down small birch
and rowan trees, and dragging
them (a long way uphill!) to the
nearest track where they could be
taken away in the pick-up at some
future date.
Those of us on boardwalk construction pulled up bracken and cut down
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trees to divert the old path to what we thought was a less boggy section.
Well, it was before we started trampling all over it. We also widened the
path the other side of the stream to make it more accessible. Improvisation and two sections of boardwalk completed, the construction team
joined the others in scrub clearance until, exhausted, we began to flag
and Sophie offered to buy an ice cream for anyone prepared to walk up
to the kiosk after walking back to the car park. Funnily enough, most of
us found just enough reserves of energy to do that. Thanks Sophie.
Finally, a mention of 10 and 11 year-old, Jack and Josh, who joined us
with their mother Kathryn (and very well-behaved dog, Georgie) and got
stuck in with great enthusiasm. If this becomes a regular thing, we might
have to consider resurrecting our old name of The Young National Trust
West Yorkshire!
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Bowling News
Welcome to the tenpin bowling section. Since July 2001, each edition of
the WYNTV newsletter has featured this section on its back page,
rounding up the season’s performances. Following the latest steps in the
evolution of the newsletter, however, this will be the final such report.
Before indulging in a valedictory view of the past 14 years of bowling
action, let us check how the business of the 37th season concluded:
Player
Jo Puttock
Georgina Collins
Richard Forrester
Paul Gibson
Sandi Gibson
Martin Kingdom
Colin Fowler
Steve Ellis
James Deacon
Sandra Somers
Paul Bennett
Neil Collins
Rebecca Sellers

G
12
2
8
23
10
33
35
12
16
8
19
2
2

B
176
110
147
176
159
180
198
136
153
115
159
86
105

A
103
100
103
133
118
132
145
113
115
90
124
80
102

H
107
107
103
70
85
66
52
84
81
105
69
105
57

C
81.9%
93.0%
86.1%
85.1%
85.2%
87.0%
84.8%
88.7%
85.7%
88.3%
86.0%
95.7%
97.7%

P
210
207
206
203
203
198
197
197
196
195
193
185
159

G = Games played; B = Best; A = Average; H = Handicap; C = Consistency; P
= Points
Congratulations to Jo, who wins the championship for the third time! Jo
is the only player besides Colin who has played in all 37 runs of our
bowling league. In that time she has played 316 games. That sounds like
a lot, but some past and present players have played even more: Sarah
Fowler clocked up 324 games, Pete Hine 363, Martin Kingdom 387, and
Mr Tenpin Bowling himself, Colin Fowler, has played an amazing 680
WYNTV games!
The numbers 159 and 176 seem to be special this season. Sandi hit a new
personal best (based on WYNTV games) of 159 and Paul B hit this score
twice, matching his personal best established last season. Meanwhile
176 is the new personal best for both Jo and Paul G. Well done to all!
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Tenpin bowling quickly became a frequent social fixture following an
initial bowling evening on 17th August 1999, organised by Helen
Shackleton. This was followed by another one on 15th November, then a
series of evenings throughout 2000 which led to our first league table.
Margaret Holmes was our first bowling correspondent, writing a series of
6 lively reports from March 2000 to March 2002. In winter 2001-2 Liz
Paget donated the WYNTV Champion Bowler trophy to the group, and
from July 2002 a simple handicap system helped to even the chances of
winning it. We’ve had 17 different champions from 85 different players,
and between us we’ve played over 4200 individual games and scored
over 490,000 points!

The graph above shows that bowling remains popular, with a good
regular field of 13 players over the last three seasons. The last couple of
years have also seen more games played per season. The graph below
shows that the group’s performance has gradually improved over the
years, and the huge peak is Sarah Fowler’s magnificent and still unbeaten
score of 244 achieved on 3rd October 2007.

The reporting might be changing, but the bowling continues!
Best wishes, Mark Wilson
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